a) Maternal overweight
Exposed N (%) = 1288 (27%)
Exposed N (%) = 3542 (73%)

b) High weight gain in first 2 years of life
Exposed N (%) = 1140 (23%)
Exposed N (%) = 3744 (77%)

c) Formula feeding
Exposed N (%) = 1874 (38%)
Exposed N (%) = 3010 (62%)

d) High TV consumption
Exposed N (%) = 2886 (59%)
Exposed N (%) = 1998 (41%)

e) Low meal frequency
Exposed N (%) = 2886 (59%)
Exposed N (%) = 1998 (41%)

f) Maternal smoking in pregnancy
Exposed N (%) = 1076 (22%)
Exposed N (%) = 3808 (78%)

g) Low parental education
Exposed N (%) = 1432 (29%)
Exposed N (%) = 3452 (71%)